FSC launches integrated Cold Chain services with the take‐over of Brattle Foods
and Laxman Logistics
Mehsana, Gujarat, 22 April, 2015: Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd., India’s first fully integrated and IT
enabled end‐to‐end Supply Chain and logistic company and a Future Group company today launched its
cold storage warehouse facility at Mehsana, Gujarat. The newly launched integrated Cold storage
warehouse is a state of art facility, marking Future Supply Chain Solution Ltd expansion into the fast growing cold
chain logistics industry. With

this addition, FSC has a complete suite of products which can service any kind

of supply chain need.
State‐of‐the‐art Cold Chain facilities are currently operational in Delhi, Kashipur, Mehsana, Mumbai,
Chennai, Bengaluru and Tumkur. FSC has planned to build further capacities in Delhi, Mumbai and
Hyderabad.
These Cold Chain facilities are WMS enabled with storage area ranging from minus 30 to plus 25 degrees
Celsius and best‐in‐class mechanisms for temperature monitoring and control. Some of the state‐of‐the‐
art features include Mobile Racking, GPS based temperature recording, Auto dock levelers and PLC
controlled operation and performance monitoring system for refrigeration plant.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Anshuman Singh, MD & CEO, Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd, “The
launch of FSC cold storage warehouse is milestone addition in our logistic solutions for customers and
complement our existing modern technology and automation based supply chain capability in Food and
FMCG domain.”
All India Primary, Secondary and Last Mile Distribution services are given to customers through more
than 175 owned reefer vehicles. These vehicles are GPS enabled and fitted with state‐of‐the‐art
gratings, double leaf‐insulated doors and temperature monitoring and control mechanisms.

About Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd.
Future Supply Chains or FSC was set up in 2007, with the objective of creating modern supply chains to
reduce time‐to‐market and reduce cost‐to‐market for its customers.

FSC has modernized supply chain in India by indianising and indegenising global best practices in
Infrastructure, Technology, Automation, Processes Systems, Knowhow and Expertise. FSC’s modern
supply chain networks brings raw materials, vendors, transportation mediums, manufacturers, plants,
warehouses, finished goods, distribution centres, stockists and the market place under one single
platform.
FSC has made significant Investments in developing GST ready Logistics Parks, state‐of‐the‐art
warehouses and transport hubs and branches to create a seamless supply network across India. This
network is further integrated by industry leading softwares to provide visibility across the supply chain.

FSC provides modern warehousing services through its network of Logistics Parks and modern Built‐to‐
Suit warehouses across all major locations in India. This service is further integrated with Express which
delivers to more than 12000 pin‐codes across India within Industry leading transit times.
Through its integrated services in Contract Logistics, Express, E‐Commerce Logistics and Cold Chain, FSC
helps customers develop and implement strategy to INCREASE THE SPEED of doing business while
REDUCING COSTS of doing business.

